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 The recording (over 18) was censored after the adult scene. But I found that the adult scene is still there in HD Player. How can
I remove that? Can I edit the audio file and can I remove those parts?. Where are the files?. (the script and video are saved in

the same folder) In case I can't find the recording, how can I remove this adult scene?. A: If the source was not public, the other
answer may be correct. It depends on how you downloaded the movie. It is very unlikely that you can simply delete the adult

video, since it may have been encoded. If you have downloaded the file in the original.avi container (probably.mkv), the other
answer is correct. If you have downloaded the file as part of a larger, "secure" site, like a torrent, then you will have to download
an editor and edit the video, removing the unwanted parts. I'm not sure if this is possible. It is unlikely that you could just delete
the video and re-upload. If you have downloaded the file from a public streaming site like Youtube, it should already have been

downloaded in.mp4 container, so you can do nothing. If you have downloaded the file from a source that is not "secure", like
from a third party site, you are probably just out of luck. There is not much you can do, except hope they don't post the video
again. Or, they might be able to re-encode the entire thing without the adult content. Q: VBA Conversion to lxml I have a code
that scraped data from a website. The problem I'm having is I have a error that says: 'ValueError: bad marshal data (unknown

type code) I checked and this error comes from the lxml library. Here is my code: from lxml import html import requests
loginURL = "" html = requests.get(loginURL) eBayHtml = html.text root = html.fromstring(e 82157476af
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